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In polar fluids such as water and methanol, the peak of the solvated electron’s absorption spectrum
in the red has been assigned as a sum of transitions between ans-like ground state and three nearly
degeneratep-like excited states bound in a quasispherical cavity. In contrast, in weakly polar
solvents such as tetrahydrofuransTHFd, the solvated electron has an absorption spectrum that peaks
in the mid-infrared, but no definitive assignment has been offered about the origins of the spectrum
or the underlying structure. In this paper, we present the results of adiabatic mixed quantum/classical
molecular dynamic simulations of the solvated electron in THF, and provide a detailed explanation
of the THF-solvated electron’s absorption spectrum and electronic structure. Using a classical
solvent model and a fully quantum mechanical excess electron, our simulations show that although
the ground and first excited states are bound in a quasispherical cavity, a multitude of other, nearby
solvent cavities support numerous, nearly degenerate, bound excited states that have little Franck–
Condon overlap with the ground state. We show that these solvent cavities, which are partially
polarized so that they act as electron trapping sites, are an inherent property of the way THF
molecules pack in the liquid. The absorption spectrum is thus assigned to a sum of bound-to-bound
transitions between a localized ground state and multiple disjoint excited states scattered throughout
the fluid. Furthermore, we find that the usual spherical harmonic labelsse.g.,s-like, p-liked are not
good descriptors of the excited-state wave functions of the solvated electron in THF. Our
observation of multiple disjoint excited states is consistent with femtosecond pump-probe
experiments in the literature that suggest that photoexcitation of solvated electrons in THF causes
them to relocalize into solvent cavities far from where they originated. ©2005 American Institute
of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1867378g

I. INTRODUCTION

Since their discovery over 40 years ago,1 solvated elec-
trons have been the subject of great interest: their large ab-
sorption cross sections make them amenable to study by ul-
trafast spectroscopy,2–5 and their simple electronic structure
allows for detailed theoretical analysis via quantum
simulation.6–11 Figure 1 shows the optical absorption spectra
of solvated electrons in several different solvents, reproduced
from the Gaussian–Lorentzian fitting parameters given in
Ref. 12. For polar fluids such as water7–9,13–15 and
methanol,16–18 the most widely accepted picture is that sol-
vated electrons exist in a single quasispherical cavity that
supports four bound eigenstates,19 which resemble those of a
particle in a spherical box. Many mixed quantum/classical
simulations have supported this idea, and the peak in the
absorption spectrum has been assigned to transitions between
an s-like ground state and three near-degeneratep-like ex-
cited statessalthough the extent to which this portion of the
spectrum is inhomogeneously broadened remains an open
question20d. The blue tail of the absorption spectrum has

been assigned to transitions between the ground state and a
continuum of excited states that are delocalized throughout
the fluid.13,15,21,22

However, a cavity picture is not necessarily expected to
describe the behavior of solvated electrons in every solvent
environment. In acetonitrile, for example, several groups
have found evidence for two different types of solvated elec-
trons with distinct absorption spectra: a cavity-bound species
that absorbs in the near IR and a solvated molecular anion
species that absorbs in the blue.23–25 Moreover, in nonpolar
solvents such as liquid Xe,26 liquid methane, and low density
liquid ethane,27 computer simulations have shown that the
wave function of the solvated electron does not reside in a
single cavity, but instead encompasses channels that run
throughout the solvent. Excess electrons in these nonpolar
solvents do not absorb in the visible or near IR, which is
consistent with the simulation picture of a highly delocalized
ground-state wave function and no bound electronic excited
states. In the intermediate regime of weakly polar fluids such
as tetrahydrofuransTHFd and other ethers, however, the sol-
vated electron has an absorption spectrum, but it is quite
different from that in polar fluids. Figure 1 and Ref. 12 show
that the peak of the solvated electron’s spectrum in THF and
other weakly polar fluids occurs at much lower energies and
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is substantially broadersin relative widthd than the solvated
electron’s spectrum in water or methanol. The photochemis-
try of solvated electrons is also quite different in polar and
weakly polar fluids. For example, Barbara and co-workers
found that photoexciting hydrated electronsscreated via mul-
tiphoton ionization of the solventd near their absorption
maximum led to little change in geminate recombination dy-
namics, implying that the excited states of the hydrated elec-
tron reside in the same, strongly polarized, solvent cavity as
the ground state.28 In contrast, Martiniet al. found that pho-
toexciting THF-solvated electronsscreated via a charge-
transfer-to-solvent excitation of Na−d near their absorption
maximum resulted in large differences in recombination dy-
namics, suggesting that photoexcited THF-solvated electrons
relocalizeinto different solvent cavities.29 Given these differ-
ences in spectroscopy and photochemical behavior, it is not
clear whether or not the simple particle-in-a-spherical-cavity
picture that applies in highly polar solvents is applicable to
solvated electrons in either nonpolar or weakly polar sol-
vents.

All of this leads to the question of exactly how to think
about solvated electrons in the intermediate regime of
weakly polar fluids. Do the ground-to-excited-state transi-
tions occur from a cavity-localized state or a delocalized
state? Can the spectrum be assigned to a sum of bound-to-
bound transitions or bound-to-continuum transitions? Do the
wave functions of solvated electrons in weakly polar fluids
encompass multiple solvent molecules or perhaps multiple
solvent cavities and channels? Moreover, why is the spec-
trum of the solvated electron in hexamethylphosphoramide
sHMPAd, a polar fluid with a dielectric constant of,30, so
similar to that of the solvated electron in THF, which has a
dielectric constant of only,7.5 scf. Fig. 1d?30 As we are
aware of no previous simulations studying the properties of
solvated electrons in weakly polar fluids, the purpose of this
paper is to address the nature of solvated electrons in such
liquids using mixed quantum/classical computer simulation.

In this paper, we present the results of mixed quantum/
classical molecular dynamics simulations of the solvated
electron in THF and offer a detailed assignment of the THF-
solvated electron’s absorption spectrum. We show how the
solvent structure, particularly THF’s ability to form transient

cavities, determines how electrons behave in THF. We find
that the reason the solvated electron’s absorption spectrum in
THF differs from that in water is because the THF solvent
structure is naturally characterized by large spatial voids and
deep potential energy traps, which do not exist in water. Our
simulations show that the ground-state solvated electron in
THF is indeed cavity bound, but that several of the excited
states, although localized, have most or all of their charge
densities in different cavities than the ground state. We will
refer to the cavity that holds the ground-state electron as the
primary cavity to distinguish it from the other,disjoint or
secondarycavities that are occupied by the excited states.
We will argue that the absorption spectrum of the THF-
solvated electron thus consists of a superposition of strong
transitions from the ground state to excited states that occur
within the primary cavity, and weak transitionssdue to poor
spatial overlapd from the ground state to the many bound
excited states that occupy the disjoint cavities. We also will
speculate that the similarity of the spectra of solvated elec-
trons in THF and HMPA results from the solvent packing in
HMPA, which also has been characterized as having spatial
voids.31 Finally, we note that the presence of disjoint excited
states also can explain why photoexcited electrons in THF
undergo significant relocalization even though photoexcited
electrons in water do not. Overall, the simulation results sug-
gest that in weakly polar liquids, solvent structure and pack-
ing properties have a greater influence on the behavior of
solvated electrons than any other single parameter such as
solvent polarity.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

All of the mixed quantum/classical molecular dynamics
sMDd simulations discussed here are equilibrium, adiabatic
simulations of a single quantum particlesthe excess electrond
and 255 classical THF solvent molecules in a cubic box of
side 32.5 Å, corresponding to the room temperature experi-
mental solvent density of 0.89 g/cc. The classical solvent
molecules are described by a five-site, rigid and planar
model for THF developed by Chandrasekhar and Jorgensen
whose potential includes pair-wise additive Coulomb and
Lennard-JonessLJd termsssee Table Id;32 we have explored
the behavior of this classical model of THF in detail in a
previous publication.33 Our simulations employed the mini-
mum image convention, and we used the position Verlet
algorithm34 with a 4 fs time step35 to integrate the classical
equations of motionfincluding the Hellman–Feynman force
from the electron, see Eq.s2d, belowg. We used a modified
SHAKE algorithm36 to keep the THF molecules rigid and
planar. The simulations were performed in the microcanoni-
cal ensemble with the total energy conserved at all times to
better than 0.005%. The average temperature of the system
was 309±7 K. The starting configuration was taken from an
equilibrated all-classical simulation with a single negatively
charged Lennard-Jones atomss=5 Å, «=«oxygen, see Table
Id. Once the LJ atom was removed, the system was equili-
brated with the excess electron for an additional,10 ps, and
statistics were collected for another 32.5 ps.

The interaction between each classical THF molecule

FIG. 1. Gaussian–Lorentzian fits to the experimental absorption spectra of
the solvated electron in THFssolid curved, HMPA sdashed curved, water
sdash-dot curved, and methanolsdotted curved. The fitting parameters were
taken from Ref. 12.
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and the quantum mechanical electron was described with a
pseudopotentialVshr jd whose form is an extension of that
used in Liu and Berne’s simulations of the solvated electron
in ethane:27
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where the sum oni runs over the five solvent sites and the
sum on j runs over the mass-weighted centers of the five
intramolecular bonds. The coefficientsAi represent the
strength of the interaction of each THF site with the electron;
the coefficientsBi provide an effective size for how each
solvent site interacts with the electron. The sethr j refers to
the site positions of a specific THF molecule,r0=0.622 Å,
and r i, r j, and r e are the positions of the classical solvent
sites, the mass-weighted bond midpoints, and the electron,
respectively. The functionSshr jd is a function developed by
Steinhauser,37 which tapers the total pseudopotential
smoothly to zero for electron-solvent center-of-mass dis-
tances between 15.75 Å and 16.25 Åshalf the box lengthd.
The Ai coefficients for each solvent sitei are chosen so that
the first term in Eq.s1d is attractive and the second term is
repulsive;a in the third term represents the site polarizibility.
The fourth term in Eq.s1d is the Coulomb interaction be-
tween the excess electron and the classical partial charges on
the oxygen anda-methylene sites of the THF molecules, and
Tisrd tapers this interaction smoothly to zero at smallr , in
accord with Gauss’ Law. The final term in Eq.s1d, which is

summed over the bond centers rather than the solvent sites, is
purely repulsive, representing Coulomb and exchange repul-
sion between the excess electron and the solvent molecule’s
bonding electrons. The parameters forTisrd are site specific
and depend on the Lennard-Jones diameters of each solvent
site; we used a simple matrix inversion to solve for the co-
efficientsa, b, c, andd to ensure that bothVsrd and its first
derivative were continuous. All other parameters used in our
electron-THF pseudopotential are summarized in Table I.

In addition to using five solvent sites and five bonds and
adding the Coulomb term, we made the following changes to
the electron-ethane pseudopotential of Liu and Berne27 to
better represent the interaction of the solvated electron with
THF.

sad We scaled the parametersBj
sid from Liu and Berne’s

model for CH3 sites to better represent the sizes of oxygen
and CH2. The scaling factor we chose was the ratio of the LJ
diameters for CH3 sRef. 38d with the LJ diameter for each
oxygen and CH2 site in our classical THF model.32

sbd We changed the polarizabilitya of the oxygen site to
better represent the electron’s interaction with the solvent
oxygen so that it was roughly half way between the polariz-
ability of oxygen in a water molecule39 and atomic oxygen.30

scd For the oxygen-a-methylene bond midpoints, we
chose the mass-weighted midpoints instead of the geometric
midpoints.

For each solvent configuration, the pseudopotential from
all 255 classical solvent molecules was evaluated on a uni-
formly spaced 24324324 grid spanning the entire simula-
tion cell. The time-independent Schrödinger equation for the
quantum electron was then solved on this grid using an it-
erative and block Lanczos routine.40 We evaluated the kinetic
energy operator in Fourier space, using the MFFT package to
perform the forward and reverse transforms.41 To better iso-
late the bound eigenstates in the Lanczos routine, we em-
ployed an exponential spectral filter using a split operator.40

At each time step, we calculated the lowest seven eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors. Finally, the force that the quantum
electron exerts on the classical particles was calculated using
the Hellman–Feynman theorem:42

Fr = − kCu¹W rĤuCl, s2d

whereuCl is the wave function of the electronic ground state

and¹W r is the gradient with respect to the solvent positions,r.

TABLE I. Parameters for the classical THF-solvent potentialsLennard-Jones plus Coulombd, taken from Ref.
32, and the quantum THF-electron pseudopotentialfEq. s1dg, which was modified from the hydrocarbon-
electron pseudopotential presented in Ref. 27. Interactions between different sites were calculated using these
parameters and the standard Lorentz–Berthelot combining rules.

Quantum pseudopotential

Solvent
site

Classical potential

s sÅd «s310–21 Jd q sed A1sa.u.d A2sa.u.d B1 sÅ−1d B2 sÅ−1d a sa.u.d

Oxygen 3.000 1.18 −0.5 300 −132 4.99 4.44 7.71
a-methyl 3.800 0.82 0.25 300 −132 3.95 3.52 17.5
b-methyl 3.905 0.82 ¯ 300 −132 3.84 3.42 17.5
Midpoint ¯ ¯ ¯ 165 ¯ 3.78 ¯ ¯
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Further details of the way our group performs mixed
quantum/classical simulations can be found in Refs. 43 and
44, and more complete details of these particular simula-
tions, as well as a comparison of this modified pseudopoten-
tial with a more rigorous electron-THF pseudopotential, will
be provided in a future publication.45

III. RESULTS

Figure 2sad shows the dynamical history of the adiabatic
eigenergies of the solvated electron in THF over a short por-
tion of the 32.5 ps equilibrium trajectory; the eigenenergies
fluctuate due to motions of the surrounding solvent mol-
ecules. Despite the fact that the ground-state energy of the
solvated electron in THFs−2.1 eVd lies slightly higher than
that of the solvated electron in methanols−2.2 eVd sRefs. 17
and 46d and significantly higher than in waters−3.1 eVd,47

the solvated electron in THF has seven or more clearly de-
fined solvent-supported bound states, in marked contrast to
only four distinct bound states observed in water and
methanol.19 Figures 3sad and 3sbd show the calculated ab-
sorption spectrumsdiscussed belowd and density of energy
gaps averaged over the entire 32.5 ps trajectory. The density

of energy gaps is calculated as a histogram of the instanta-
neous energy gaps from the ground state to each of the six
lowest excited states. Unlike what is observed for the hy-
drated electron, Fig. 3 shows that in THF, the absorption
spectrum and density of energy gaps are remarkably differ-
ent. In water, the transitions to the first three excited states
have nearly identical oscillator strengths, so the density of
gaps and the absorption spectrum are nearly identical for the
bound-to-bound transitions.21,22

What causes the solvated electron to behave so differ-
ently in THF and in water? Figure 4 displays the charge
densitiesswire mesh plotsd for the first seven eigenstates of
the solvated electron in THF for the single selected solvent
configuration that is denoted by the arrows in Fig. 2. Panel
sad of Fig. 4 shows that like the hydrated electron, the ground
state of the THF-solvated electron occupies a large, quasi-
spherical cavity, but we find that it is slightly larger and more
aspherical than that in water. In THF, the average radius of
gyration of the ground state of the solvated electron is
2.85 Å, whereas simulations of the hydrated electron yield a
radius of gyration of 2.42 Å,47 similar to the radius of 2.5 Å
determined from moment analysis of the experimental ab-

FIG. 2. Time dependence ofsad the eigenvalues,sbd the transition dipole moments, andscd the spherical harmonic projections of the lowest six eigenstates of
the THF-solvated electron shown over a small window in the middle of our 32.5 ps equilibrium trajectory. The key for panelsbd should be read as the
transition from the ground stateslabeled as 0d to the ith excited state;«i is the energy of statei and«i0 is the energy gap between the ground state and theith
state. The projectionssee the Appendix and Ref. 58d of each excited eigenfunction onto thel =1 sp-liked spherical harmonic is shown, as is the projection of
the ground state onto thel =0 ss-liked spherical harmonic. The spherical harmonic projection of the sixth excited state is not shown in panelscd because this
state has no significant spherical symmetry. The arrows indicate the specific configuration examined in Fig. 4.
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sorption spectrum.48 Moreover, the average ratio of the maxi-
mum to the minimum principle moments of inertia
sImax/ Imind of the THF-solvated electron is 1.4, compared to
only 1.2 for the hydrated electron.44

Although the ground state of the THF-solvated electron
is larger and somewhat less spherical than that of the hy-
drated electron, the most dramatic differences between the
two types of solvated electron are found in the nature of the
electronic excited states. The colored wire meshes in Fig. 4
show contours at 10% of the maximum charge density for
each of the eigenstates. To aid in the three-dimensionals3Dd
perspective, we have placed uniformly sized drop shadows
under the center of mass of each state. Panelssbd, scd, andsdd
of Fig. 4 show that the first three excited statesfpanel sdd
also shows the fifth excited state in blueg of the THF-
solvated electron are not allp-like states occupying the pri-
mary cavity, as is the case for solvated electrons in water and
methanol. It is worth noting that the first and second excited
statesfpanelssbd andscdg have nodes that are not visible near
the center of the primary cavity and that the lobes of the first
excited statefpanelsbdg are oriented along the long axissinto
the paged of the aspherical primary cavity, as expected for a
particle in an aspherical box. The rest of the excited states
are either localized in other cavitiesssome as far away as
11 Å from the ground state49d or occupy multiple cavities,
sometimes including the primary cavity. Panelssed and sfd
show two statessthe fourth and sixth excited statesd that fit
the latter description: each of these states has charge density
in two disjoint cavities as well as some in the primary cavity.
The disjoint character of the solvated electron’s excited
states seen in this configuration is typical, as we have veri-

fied by examining dozens of uncorrelated configurations. We
have further verified this behavior by investigating the tran-
sition dipole moments between the ground and excited states
fFig. 2sbdg and the degree of spherical symmetryfFig. 2scdg,
both of which we will discuss further below. Finally, of the
higher-lying excited states above the first and second excited
states, we find that most of the time, at least one of them
susually the third or fourth stated has some of its charge
density in the primary cavity.

Why do the excited states of the solvated electron in
THF have such an unusual disjoint structure? The answer
lies in the fact that the disklike THF solvent molecules pack
in such a way as to create a cavity-filled liquid that provides
multiple traps in which to localize an excited solvated elec-
tron. Chandrasekhar and Jorgensen performed classical
Monte Carlo simulations using this model of THF and sug-
gested that the molecules tend to pack in chainlike
structures.32 These authors also examined a similar THF
model that allowed for ring puckering, but found that the
small distortions from planarity made no difference in the
overall solvent packing.32 Figure 4 shows the relationship
between cavity-trapping sites in the liquid and the electronic
charge densities of the various THF-solvated electron eigen-
states. To determine the location of the cavity traps in the
solvent, we calculated the distance between each of the grid
points son which the Schrödinger equation was solvedd and
the nearest solvent site in any direction. We then defined a
point as lying within a void if the distance to the nearest
solvent site wasù2.5 Å. To ensure that the solvent voids we
examined were also potential energy traps for the electron,
we required that the total value of the pseudopotential at
each cavity-trapping site had to be less than −0.11 Hartree.
In Fig. 4, these cavity traps are shown as the orange surfaces.
The surfaces enclose the locus of grid points that are more
than 2.5 Å away from the nearest THF molecule; thus, they
do not enclose the entire volume of the cavitiessi.e., the
vertices of the drawn cavities are 2.5 Å away from the near-
est solvent molecule, not at the position of the nearest sol-
vent moleculed. Figure 4 makes it clear that although the first
two excited states are bound in the primary cavity containing
the ground-state electron near the center of the simulation
box, the other excited-state wave functions have amplitude in
one or more disjoint cavities. In fact, we have found that
some of the disjoint secondary potential energy traps are
deep enough to support more than one bound state.

To determine whether the existence of these secondary
potential energy traps is induced by the presence of the elec-
tron in the primary cavity or is an inherent property of the
liquid itself, we examined the trap structure of neat THF.50

We find that there is always at least one trap somewhere in
the neat THF simulation box that is large enough and deep
enough to localize an electron. Furthermore, as we saw in the
secondary cavities around THF-solvated electron, some of
the traps in the neat liquid are able to support two bound
states, although most are not. But perhaps most importantly,
we found that the distribution of traps seen in the neat liquid
is essentially the same as that around the solvated electron,
excluding the primary cavity. Figure 5 shows the distribution
of energies for the three lowest eigenstates in the neat liquid

FIG. 3. sad Calculated absorption spectrum for an excess electron in THF
using Eq.s3d. Underlying the total spectrumsthick black curved are the
individual transitions from the ground to each of the excited statessthin gray
and black curvesd. sbd The scaled density of energy gaps of the THF-
solvated electron between the ground and each of the six lowest excited
states, defined as the distribution of instantaneous energy gaps between the
ground and each of the excited states.
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si.e., with no solvated electron present; dashed curvesd along
with the distributions for the fourth, fifth, and sixth excited
states of the THF-solvated electron systemssolid curvesd.
Clearly, the distributions of energy for the three lowest states

of an electron injected into neat THF are identical to the
energy distributions of the excited states of the equilibrated
THF-electron system. This demonstrates that the disjoint na-
ture of the THF-solvated electron excited states is indeed a

FIG. 4. sColord Attractive cavitiessorange surfaced and charge densitiesswire meshesd for the solvated electron in THF, calculated as described in the text.
The wire meshes shown are contours drawn at 10% of the maximum charge density. Panelsad shows the ground state,sbd the first excited state,scd the second
excited statesdd the thirdsredd and fifth sblued excited states,sed the fourth excited state, andsfd the sixth excited state. The drop shadows are placed under
each state’s center of mass to aid in perspective and are not meant to convey size information. Note that for clarity, the cavity surface contours are drawn 2.5 Å
away from the nearest solvent molecule, and thus do represent the entire volume available to trap the electronssee textd. The cubes shown represent the entire
volume of the simulation cell with side 32.5 Å.
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natural property of the THF liquid structure. Thus, aside
from the primary cavity, the THF-solvated electron seems to
have little influence on the rest of the liquid structure: the
nascent cavities in neat THF are the same as those in the
THF-electron system, and it is these cavities that give rise to
the disjoint excited states that in turn are responsible for the
absorption spectrum, as we discuss below. This is why we
say that the solvent structure controls the electronic structure
of the solvated electron in weakly polar liquids. We note that
investigations of preexisting solvent traps have been per-
formed for both neat water51,52 and methanol,53 although the
number, depth, and size of the traps appear to be fewer and
smaller than those in liquid THF. For example, an electron
injected into neat water initially has no bound states,54

whereas in neat THF, the six lowest states have eigenvalues
below the vacuum level at least some of the time.

The disjoint nature of the THF-solvated electron’s ex-
cited states shown in Fig. 4 allows us to assign the calculated
absorption spectrumAs«d shown in Fig. 3sad, which was
computed in the inhomogeneous limit by binning the transi-
tion dipole matrix elements between the ground and each of
the first six excited states:55

As«d = 4p2ao
i

«0iuk0ur uilu2ds« − «0id, s3d

wherea is the fine structure constant, 0 is the ground state
and i is the final state,« is the eigenvalue,«ni=«n−«i, and
the bin size was 0.075 eV. The individual transitions be-
tween the ground state and each of the six excited states
underlying the total absorption spectrum are shown as the
thin gray and black curves. The width of the calculated ab-
sorption spectrum of the THF-solvated electron is slightly
broader than the experimental spectrum shown in Fig. 1, as
will be discussed in more detail below. The calculated ab-
sorption maximum is also blueshifted a few tenths of an eV
from experiment, which is perhaps not surprising given the
relative simplicity of our pseudopotential and the lack of
solvent polarizability in our model of THF.56

We assign the absorption spectrum of the THF-solvated
electron to a sum of strong transitions from the ground to the
first and second excited states, plus a multitude of weak tran-
sitions from the ground state to the higher excited states.
Figure 3sad shows that the transitions from the ground state
to the first three states have comparablesbut unequald oscil-
lator strengths and make up the bulk of the spectrum near the
absorption maximum. Figure 2sbd shows that absorption to
the second excited statessolid black curved occasionally has
a very low transition dipole moment. We find that these in-
stances of a low transition dipole moment from the ground to
second excited state correlate with configurations where the
majority of the second excited state’s charge density is out-
side of the primary cavity. Furthermore, Figs. 2sbd and 3sad
show that the oscillator strengths of the transitions to the
third and higher states decrease with increasing energy be-
cause only partsor in some cases, noned of the relevant
excited-state wave functions reside in the primary cavity.
This lack of Franck–Condon overlap between the ground and
excited states explains why the absorption spectrumfFig.
3sadg does not resemble the density of energy gaps for the
bound statesfFig. 3sbdg,57 and provides an assignment for the
relatively weak absorption in the blue tail of the THF-
solvated electron’s spectrum. By studying the behavior of the
transition dipole moments over the entire 32.5 ps trajectory,
we find that most of the time only the first and second ex-
cited states lie entirely within the primary cavity. All of the
other transitions that compose the absorption spectrum occur
to states occupying disjoint or multiple cavities. We noted
previously that our calculation overestimates the width of the
absorption spectrum relative to experiment. However, except
for the blueshift, the transition from ground-to-first excited
state alone can nearlysalthough not entirelyd account for the
width of the experimental absorption spectrum. This could
suggest that our methodology has overestimated the amount
of overlap that the other excited states have with the ground
state in the primary cavity, likely a fault of the pseudopoten-
tial. We will explore the effects of changing the pseudopo-
tential on the THF-solvated electron’s absorption spectrum in
a future publication.45

Figure 2 also makes it clear that solvent motions cause
all of the excited states, not just the high-lying states, to
undergo many avoided crossings. This can be seen by noting
that the near degeneracies in the adiabatic energy levelsfFig.
2sadg occur at precisely the same times as the step-function
changes in the transition dipole momentsfFig. 2sbdg. The
ground state of the THF-solvated electron lies in its primary
cavity, which often contains twosand occasionally threed
bound excited states. Higher-lying excited states largely oc-
cupy other cavities that would be present whether or not
there was a solvated electron nearby. The energies of these
excited states depend on the relative depth of the traps in
each of the secondary cavities, and as solvent fluctuations
change the relative sizes and depths of secondary cavities,
the energy ordering of the states that occupy these cavities
can change, even though the extent of the overlap these
states have with the ground state may not.

The next question we address is how well the language
of spherical harmonics, borrowed from the description of

FIG. 5. Comparison between the normalized distributions of energy for the
equilibrated THF-solvated electron eigenstatesssolid curvesd and for the
eigenstates of an excess electron injected into neat THFsdashed curvesd.
The energy probability distributions in the neat liquid were calculated from
an 8 ps trajectory, whereas the distributions for the solvated electron were
calculated from the full 32.5 ps equilibrium trajectory.
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solvated electrons in water22 and methanol,15 works for un-
derstanding the nature of the electronic states of the solvated
electron in THF. We have investigated the spherical symme-
try of the THF-solvated electron eigenstates using a method
developed by Sheu and Rossky58 to calculate the projection
of each state onto the spherical harmonics, choosing the ori-
gin at the ground-state center of massssee the Appendixd.
Figure 2scd shows the spherical harmonic projections as a
function of time, and Table II summarizes the projection re-
sults for solvated electrons in both THF and water.59 We find
that on average, the THF-solvated electron’s ground state has
81%s-like character, comparable to the 82%s-like character
of the ground-state hydrated electron. However, the first
three excited states of the THF-solvated electron are only
67%, 53% and 31%p-like, respectively, much smaller than
the first three excited states in water, which are all more than
70%p-like. The third excited state in THF also exhibits 17%
d-like character, and we attribute this nearly complete lack of
spherical symmetry to the fact that the third excited state of
the THF-solvated electron tends to be the lowest state that
regularly occupies a disjoint cavity. Furthermore, given that
it almost always resides in the primary cavity, the second
excited state of the THF-solvated electron has surprisingly
little p-like character compared to any of the bound excited
states in water or even to the THF-solvated electron’s own
first excited state.

To better understand the lack ofp-like symmetry in the
second excited state, we define a state to be of a particular
symmetry when its projection onto the relevant set of spheri-
cal harmonics is greater than 67%. By doing this, we can
calculate the percentage of time that each state iss-like,
p-like, or d-like, and this information is summarized in Table
II as the “time average.” Table II and Fig. 2scd make it clear
that the second excited state has so littlep-like character
because of both the asphericity of the primary cavity and
avoided crossing events with the third excited state. One
need only look at the crossings between 1.25 and 1.5 ps in
Fig. 2, for example, where the second excited statessolid
black curved at 1.30 ps is mostlyp-like in character, but
crosses with the third excited statessolid grey curved at

1.34 ps. The result of this curve crossing is that the second
excited state no longer occupies the primary cavity, thus re-
moving any Franck–Condon overlap with the ground state
fFig. 2sbdg and any hope of being spherically symmetric
around the center of mass of the ground statefFig. 2scdg.
After a few time stepssat 1.45 psd, the primary cavity
changes shape againsor perhaps the disjoint cavity closes
upd, causing the second state to reside back in the primary
cavity with mostly p-like symmetry, while the third state
returns to its disjoint cavity. The slight difference between
the low-energy edge of the distribution of energy gaps of the
neat THF ground state and the fourth THF-solvated electron
excited state in Fig. 5 also can be explained by curve cross-
ings. The numerous crossings of the third and fourth excited
states cause the fourth excited state of THF-solvated electron
to sometimes occupy the primary cavity rather than the
lowest-energy secondary cavity.

Finally, although the nature of the disjoint excited states
depends primarily on solvent packing, we note that solvent
structure alone cannot account for all of the electronic prop-
erties in this system. To find out exactly how much stabili-
zation is provided by THF’s weak dipole, we took several
hundred configurations from the 32.5 ps equilibrium sol-
vated electron trajectory and solved the Schrödinger equation
using the pseudopotential infEq. s1dg without the Coulomb
terms. With all other things being equalsincluding the pres-
ence of the large primary cavityd, this test shows how well
the void structure of THF could solvate an excess electron
without the addition of Coulomb stabilization. The difference
between the average energy of the ground state in these cal-
culations and the average energy of the ground state using
the full pseudopotential was,+2 eV. The secondary cavi-
ties were typically unable to bind the excited states without
the Coulomb interaction, but in a few cases, we did see
cavity-bound eigenstates in the secondary cavities even with-
out the Coulomb interaction.

Overall, even though THF is not as polar as water or
methanol, the dipolar interactions do provide a significant
amount of stability to the solvated electron. However, these
energetic considerations must be understood in context with

TABLE II. Results for the projections of the wave functions of solvated electrons in THF and water onto the
spherical harmonicsfEq. sA1dg, the projections of the THF-solvated electron were calculated from configura-
tions spanning 18.5 ps of the total equilibrium trajectory, and the projections for the hydrated electron were
calculated from configurations spanning a 4.5 ps runsRef. 59d. In all cases except the time average, the two
standard deviation error bars are less than 1%. The time average is the percentage of time each state is projected
more than 2/3 onto its maximally projected spherical harmonicsthe maximally projected spherical harmonics
are shown in bold face.d. That is, the second excited state of the solvated electron in THF has a 2/3 projection
onto thel =1 spherical harmonics only 17% of the time, meaning that it meets our criterion forp-like only 17%
of the time. The one standard deviation error bars for the time averages are given in parentheses.

THF state %s %p %d
Time

average
Water
state %s %p %d

Time
average

0 81 4 3 100 0 82 5 1 100
1 2 67 8 59 s10d 1 3 77 7 93 s3d
2 2 53 15 17 s7d 2 2 75 8 89 s4d
3 5 31 17 3 s3d 3 2 73 9 84 s5d
4 5 19 17 2 s2d
5 5 16 15 1 s0.5d
6 4 11 14 0
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the solvent structure to fully explain the nature of the sol-
vated electron. The THF-solvated electron strongly influ-
ences the local polarization of the primary cavity, yet sec-
ondary cavities, which do not contain any ground-state
charge density, are also attractive. This means that the na-
scent cavities in neat THFsand therefore the secondary cavi-
ties in the THF-electron systemd must be at least partially
polarized, since they can support one or more bound states
scf. Fig. 5d. The difference between the two types of cavities
is that the ground-state THF-solvated electron exists in a
permanent and strongly polarized cavity, while the secondary
cavities are transient and less attractive. This idea that the
secondary cavities are partially polarized is further supported
by the fact that when we turn off the Coulomb parts of the
pseudopotential, only the ground stateswhich still usually
resides in the primary cavityd and occasionally the first ex-
cited statesusually in a secondary cavityd remain bound.

IV. DISCUSSION

In summary, we have used mixed quantum/classical MD
simulations to calculate the properties of solvated electrons
in the weakly polar fluid THF. By examining the transition
dipole moments and visualizing the solvent cavities and po-
tential energy traps, we have shown that the absorption spec-
trum of solvated electrons in THF is composed of multiple
low-energy bound-to-bound transitions. The excited states of
the THF-solvated electron, however, lack the quasispherical
symmetry seen in simulations of the hydrated electron. Thus,
the important feature of these transitions is that although
some of them occur to states within the same cavity, the
majority of them do not. We have shown that solvent fluc-
tuations continuously modify the size, shape, and attractive-
ness of the secondary cavities, which in turn modify the na-
ture and energies of the excited states. Our multiple cavity
picture explains why solvated electrons in THF have such a
broad, featureless absorption spectrum.

We also have shown that in weakly polar liquids such as
THF, packing considerations can outweigh polarity in deter-
mining essential properties of solvated electrons. This picture
is consistent with studies of the nature of solvated electrons
in nonpolar liquids such as HesRef. 26d and ethane.27 He
atoms pack efficiently in the liquid, so that even though He is
a nonpolar fluid, there are no nearby traps to support disjoint
excited states. The ground state of the solvated electron in
liquid He forms a cavity due to Pauli repulsion, and the lack
of nuclear polarization makes the cavity deep enough to sup-
port only a single electronic ground state.26,60 In liquid
ethane, Liu and Berne used mixed quantum/classical simula-
tions to explain the experimental density dependence of sol-
vated electrons.27 Although at low solvent densities the elec-
tron is delocalized, at high densities, these workers found
that the electron was trapped in a single cavity. They ex-
plained this by noting that at high densities, there is a change
in the solvent structure that closes the channels available to
the electron at low densities. Finally, we note that although
traps and voids do exist in liquid water52 and methanol,51 the
depth of such traps is so shallow relative to the depth of the

highly polarized primary cavity that any disjoint excited
states play relatively little role in the spectroscopy of the
solvated electron in these polar liquids.

Thus, as we have argued throughout this paper, the THF-
solvated electron’s absorption spectrum results primarily
from the presence of multiple potential energy traps, and is
not a direct consequence of the weak polarity of the solvent.
This suggests that a solvated electron in any fluid that has
large cavities should have a similar absorption spectrum. In-
deed, Fig. 1 shows that the solvated electron in the polar
solvent HMPA, which has nearly the same dielectric constant
as methanol,30 has a very similar absorption spectrum to that
of the solvated electron in weakly polar THF. It is believed
that the diffuse nature of the positive end of the HMPA di-
pole leads to poor packing of the HMPA molecules, so that
the HMPA liquid structure also may be characterized by
voids,31 and this could explain the similarity of the spectra of
the two different types of solvated electron.

The presence of the disjoint excited states observed in
our simulations is supported by three-pulse femtosecond op-
tical control experiments on solvated electrons in THF. Mar-
tini and Schwartz showed that after creation of a THF-
solvated electron via photodetachment using the charge-
transfer-to-solvent transition of the sodium anion,
reexcitation of the solvated electron could either enhance or
suppress the rate of back electron transfer to the parent so-
dium atom, depending on the time at which the electron was
reexcited.29 These changes in recombination dynamics were
explained by a model in which the reexcitation pulse delo-
calizes electrons throughout the solvent, so that when the
electrons return to their electronic ground state, some of
them do so in cavities far from where they had originated.
Our simulations are consistent with this picture, as one can
imagine that following excitation to one of the disjoint ex-
cited states, the nonadiabatic transition that returns the elec-
tron to its ground state could do so into any of the secondary
cavities, effectively relocalizing the electron. Nonadiabatic
simulations of this process that will directly test this postu-
late are presently underway in our group.45 Similar experi-
ments by Barbara and co-workers studying the recombina-
tion of electrons in water with their parent hydronium ions/
hydroxyl radicals saw much less of an effect, consistent with
the idea that the bound excited states of the hydrated electron
are localized in the primary cavity and have little or no dis-
joint character.61

Overall, it is clear that the nature of solvated electrons is
significantly different in THF than in polar fluids such as
water or methanol. We attribute this difference to the many
preexisting attractive solvent cavities that are inherent to the
structure of liquid THF. Due to their disklike nature, the
THF-solvent molecules are unable to pack efficiently, thus
creating the spatial voids. Moreover, the voids in neat THF
are not merely vacancies, but some are partially polarized
cavities that can act as electron trapping sites. These attrac-
tive voids account for the presence of bound excited states
that are spatially separated from the ground state, which re-
sults in little transition dipole moment between them. Fur-
thermore, since the secondary cavities are inherent to the
solvent structurescf. Fig. 5d and are close in energy to the
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ground state, the solvated electron’s absorption spectrum in
THF is redshifted relative to the absorption spectrum in most
strongly polar solvents. Of course the nature of the solvated
electron in liquids can be traced back to a combination of
electrostatic interactions and solvent structure, but we have
shown that THF’s inability to pack efficiently creates par-
tially polarized cavities, leading to a number of unusual sol-
vated electron behaviors not seen previously in simulation.
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APPENDIX

To calculate the projections of the solvated electron
wave functions onto the spherical harmonics, we used the
method outlined by Sheu and Rossky in Ref. 58. Briefly, the
amount of overlap of an eigenstatec with a particular spheri-
cal harmonicYlm, both represented on a finite and discrete
grid, is calculated as

Plm =
1

p
E

0

`

dkHFE dtYlmcsrd
coskr

r
G2

+ FE dtYlmcsrd
sinkr

r
G2J , sA1d

where the integrals overt are integrals over the volume of
the simulation cell, and the limits on the integral overk need
to go only from the inverse of the longest wavelength
sampled by the simulation cellsthe distance along the diag-
onal of the simulation celld to the inverse of shortest wave-
length sampled by the gridsthe shortest distance between
any two colinear grid pointsd. In the work presented above,
we used a Simpson’ rule integrator with wave vectors de-
fined by the long diagonal of the simulation box:Dk=kmin

=p / s2LÎ3d, kmax=Np / s2LÎ3d, whereN=24 is the number
of grid points in one dimension andL=16.25 Å shalf of the
length of one side of the simulation boxd. Each of the pro-
jections presented in Table II and Fig. 2scd was calculated as
the sum over allm for l =0, 1, or 2. Because the simulation
cell for water was much smallers,18.2 Å/sided than in
THF s32.5 Å/sided, we used a 163 grid instead of a 243 grid
for the projections of the hydrated electron to yield compa-
rable grid spacingss1.13 Å in water, 1.33 Å in THFd.

Relative to the data presented in this paper, Sheu and
Rossky performed their calculations on a very dense grid
s323 grid points in a box of side 24.66 Åd. Therefore, in
order to test the accuracy of our projections, we performed
test calculations by examining the projections of the first 16
spherical harmonics onto various functions, including Gaus-
sians of different widths, and hydrogenic orbitals, all ex-
pressed on our 243 grid. We found that Gaussians and the
hydrogenic 1s- and 2p-orbitals all had unambiguous projec-

tions of ,95% onto their respective spherical harmonics,
and were orthogonalsoverlap,10−13%d to the other spheri-
cal harmonics. The 3dz2 hydrogenic orbital on the 243 grid
had ,90% overlap with thel =2 spherical harmonics. As
expected, these projections improved when we increased the
grid density.
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